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The Wolf and His Wife May 18 2021 Tensions rise and now I have two enemies that want me dead.But I've never felt
safer.My wolf protects me. He cherishes me. And I think he loves me.This arranged marriage was detested by us both, but
now I look at him with new eyes.My husband is strong, smart, and gorgeous. His coffee-colored eyes make me melt. My
heart slowly starts to soften for this man and I fall deeper and deeper.I fall in love with my husband.
People of the Wolf Sep 02 2022 Before the dawn of history, a brave people found a new world, led by a dreamer who
followed the spirit of the wolf. Copyright © Libri GmbH. All rights reserved.
The Big Bad Wolf May 06 2020 Alex Cross battles the most ruthless and powerful killer he has ever encountered: a predator
known only as the Wolf. Alex Cross's first case since joining the FBI has his new colleagues baffled. Across the country, men
and women are being kidnapped in broad daylight and then disappearing completely. These people are not being taken for
ransom, Alex realizes. They are being bought and sold. And it looks as if a shadowy figure called the Wolf-a master criminal
who has brought a new reign of terror to organized crime-is behind this business. Even as he admires the FBI's vast resources,
Alex grows impatient with the Bureau's clumsiness and caution when it's time to move. A lone wolf himself, he has to go out
on his own in order to track the Wolf and try to rescue some of the victims while they are still alive. As the case boils over,
Alex is in hot water at home too. His ex-fiancee, Christine Johnson, comes back into his life-and not for the reasons he might
have hoped.
Thrown to the Wolves Sep 09 2020 Agent Cooper Dayton is going to meet his boyfriend’s werewolf family. Unarmed. On
their turf. And he’s bringing his cat. When Agent Cooper Dayton agreed to attend the funeral for Oliver Park’s grandfather,
he didn’t know what he was getting into. Turns out, the deceased was the alpha of the most powerful werewolf pack on the
eastern seaboard. And his death is highly suspicious. Regardless, Cooper is determined to love and support Park the way Park
has been there for him. But Park left him woefully unprepared for the wolf pack politics and etiquette. Rival packs? A seating
order at the dinner table? A mysterious figure named the Shepherd? The worst is that Park didn’t tell his family one key thing
about Cooper. Cooper feels two steps behind, and reticent Park is no help. There are plenty of pack members eager to open up
about Park and why Cooper is wrong for him. Their stories make Cooper wonder if he’s holding Park back. But there’s no
time to get into it…as lethal tranquilizer darts start to fly, Cooper needs to solve the mystery of the alpha’s death and fight for
the man he loves—all before someone else dies. Follow Agents Dayton and Park’s turbulent relationship from the beginning.
Read The Wolf at the Door and The Wolf at Bay, both available now from Carina Press! One-click with confidence. This title
is part of the Carina Press Romance Promise: all the romance you’re looking for with an HEA/HFN. It’s a promise! This
book is approximately 80,000 words
Tempt Me Jul 08 2020 I ran from home to escape heartbreak, only to deliver myself into the hands of a wolf. Henry Wolf,

that is. Heir to a luxury hotel chain.Infamous playboy.Arrogant bastard.And my new boss.Why he wants me, Abbi
Mitchell--a girl who lacks experience on every front that would matter to him--as his personal assistant, I cannot fathom,
especially when I keep messing up in the most spectacular way.Did I already mention he's a bastard?A beautiful, moody one,
who's quick to demand, slow to apologize.And toying with me every chance he gets. Testing me. Screwing with my head in a
way that makes my body crave him.He knows it, and he doesn't hide the fact that he enjoys doing it.He says he doesn't want
me for more than my mediocre computer skills and color-coding flair.He says he's not willing to risk losing his empire for a
tangle in the sheets with "the help." But I'm beginning to think that's a big, dirty lie.
The Wolf and the Woodsman Jun 06 2020 In the vein of Naomi Novik’s New York Times bestseller Spinning Silver and
Katherine Arden’s national bestseller The Bear and the Nightingale, this unforgettable debut— inspired by Hungarian history
and Jewish mythology—follows a young pagan woman with hidden powers and a one-eyed captain of the Woodsmen as they
form an unlikely alliance to thwart a tyrant. In her forest-veiled pagan village, Évike is the only woman without power,
making her an outcast clearly abandoned by the gods. The villagers blame her corrupted bloodline—her father was a Yehuli
man, one of the much-loathed servants of the fanatical king. When soldiers arrive from the Holy Order of Woodsmen to
claim a pagan girl for the king’s blood sacrifice, Évike is betrayed by her fellow villagers and surrendered. But when
monsters attack the Woodsmen and their captive en route, slaughtering everyone but Évike and the cold, one-eyed captain,
they have no choice but to rely on each other. Except he’s no ordinary Woodsman—he’s the disgraced prince, Gáspár Bárány,
whose father needs pagan magic to consolidate his power. Gáspár fears that his cruelly zealous brother plans to seize the
throne and instigate a violent reign that would damn the pagans and the Yehuli alike. As the son of a reviled foreign queen,
Gáspár understands what it’s like to be an outcast, and he and Évike make a tenuous pact to stop his brother. As their mission
takes them from the bitter northern tundra to the smog-choked capital, their mutual loathing slowly turns to affection, bound
by a shared history of alienation and oppression. However, trust can easily turn to betrayal, and as Évike reconnects with her
estranged father and discovers her own hidden magic, she and Gáspár need to decide whose side they’re on, and what they’re
willing to give up for a nation that never cared for them at all.
Cry Wolf Nov 11 2020 From the multi-award winning author of The Bridge (BBC) and Marcella (Netflix, ITV) comes a
blockbuster new thriller...
Secrets of a Master Closer Mar 16 2021 If you want to know, step by step, how to quickly, easily, and smoothly walk anyone
from being a skeptical prospect to a happy customer that refers you friends, family, and colleagues...then you want to read
this book. Here's the deal: Selling is, at its core, isn't a patchwork of cheesy closing techniques, annoying high-pressure
tactics, or gimmicky rebuttals. True salesmanship follows very specific laws, has very specific steps and stages, and leaves a
customer feeling happy and helped. It's honest, respectful, enlightening, friendly, and done with real care. It's the type of
selling that wins you not only customers, but fans. Not coincidentally, this is the type of selling that truly great salespeople
have mastered. This is the type of selling that keeps pipelines full and moving, and that builds a strong, loyal customer base
that continues to give back to you in the form of customer loyalty, reorders, and referrals. Well, that's what this book is all
about. It will give you a crystal-clear picture of the exact steps that every sale must move through and why, and how to
methodically take any prospect through each, and eventually to the close. And how to do it with integrity and pride. In this
book, you'll learn things like... The eight precise steps of every sale. Leave any out, and you will struggle. Use them all
correctly, and you will be able to close unlimited sales. The true purpose of the presentation and the crucial, often-missing
steps that need to be taken first. If you're making the same presentation mistakes as most other salespeople, this chapter alone
could double your sales. How to easily discover which prospects can use and pay for your product/service, and which can't.
Time is your most valuable commodity as a salesperson, and if wasted, it costs you money. Know exactly when it's time to go
for a close, and know how to smoothly create an abundance of closing opportunities. This is the hallmark of every master
closer. Learn it, use it, and profit. Why it's a myth that you need to know multiple ways to close deals. Learn this one, simple
method, and you'll be able to use it to close all of your sales. Simple formulas to turn any objection into a closing opportunity.
Use them and never fear hearing a prospect's objection ever again. And a whole lot more This is more than a just a book,
really. It's a step-by-step sales training course. Each chapter ends with precise exercises that will help you master each
technique taught and each step of the sales process. If you are new to sales, make this book the first one you read, and you
will greatly increase your chances for quick success. If you are a seasoned veteran and are looking for ways to improve your
numbers, this book will help you make your sales goals a reality. SPECIAL BONUS FOR READERS With this book you'll
also get a free "Road Map" from the author that lays out, in a PDF chart, every step and key principles taught in the book.
Print it out and keep it handy because it makes for a great "cheat sheet" to use while selling, or just to refresh on what you've
learned. Scroll up, click the "Buy" button now, learn the secrets of master closers, and use them to immediately improve your
numbers
The Wolf Den Jan 26 2022 First novel in a new historical trilogy set in Ancient Pompeii. Amara is a slave at the Wolf Den the city's infamous brothel. But just because she's a slave now, doesn't mean she inends to remain a slave forever... Sold by
her mother. Enslaved in Pompeii's brothel. Determined to survive. Her name is Amara. Welcome to the Wolf Den... Amara

was once a beloved daughter, until her father's death plunged her family into penury. Now she is a slave in Pompeii's
infamous brothel, owned by a man she despises. Sharp, clever and resourceful, Amara is forced to hide her talents. For as a
she-wolf, her only value lies in the desire she can stir in others. But Amara's spirit is far from broken. By day, she walks the
streets with her fellow she-wolves, finding comfort in the laughter and dreams they share. For the streets of Pompeii are alive
with opportunity. Out here, even the lowest slave can secure a reversal in fortune. Amara has learnt that everything in this
city has its price. But how much is her freedom going to cost her? Set in Pompeii's lupanar, The Wolf Den reimagines the
lives of women who have long been overlooked. Reviews for The Wolf Den 'Rich in historical detail, beauty and brutality,
The Wolf Den brings to vivid life the doomed city of Pompeii and the powerlessness of its women. I loved it' Caroline Lea,
author of The Glass Woman 'A vivacious piece of work underpinned by a woman's longing for freedom' LoveReading
'Utterly gripping' Daisy Dunn, author of In the Shadow of Vesuvius 'Unflinching ... The best book I've read in ages' Sophie
van Llewyn, author of Bottled Goods 'The best historical fiction holds a mirror up to the present and The Wolf Den is a
triumph. Harper transports us thousands of years and thousands of miles and yet we see ourselves reflected there' Claire
McGlasson, author of The Rapture 'A riveting tale of power, love, hate, privilege, female empowerment and female
friendships found in the most unlikely situations' Buki Papillon, author of An Ordinary Wonder
The Wolf at Bay Feb 01 2020 Going home digs up bad memories, so it’s something Bureau of Special Investigations agent
Cooper Dayton tries to avoid. When he’s guilted into a visit, Cooper brings along Oliver Park, his hot new werewolf partner,
in the hopes the trip will help clarify their status as a couple…or not. When Park’s keen shifter nose uncovers a body in the
yard and Cooper’s father is the prime suspect, Cooper knows they’re on their own. Familial involvement means no
sanctioned investigation. They’ll need to go rogue and solve the mystery quietly or risk seeing Cooper’s dad put behind bars.
The case may be cold, but Park and Cooper’s relationship heats up as they work. And yet if Cooper can’t figure out what’s
going on between them outside of the bedroom, he’ll lose someone he… Well, he can’t quite put into words how he feels about
Park. He knows one thing for sure: he’s not ready to say goodbye, though with the real killer inching ever closer…he may not
have a choice. One-click with confidence. This title is part of the Carina Press Romance Promise: all the romance you’re
looking for with an HEA/HFN. It’s a promise! This book is approximately 84,000 words Carina Press acknowledges the
editorial services of Mackenzie Walton
Origin: Wolf Creek Book 1 Apr 04 2020 Nature vs nurture turns out to be a bloodbath The wide open outback offers plenty
of space for someone to hide. Or to hide a body. When wiry youngster Mick Taylor starts as a jackaroo at a remote Western
Australian sheep station, he tries to keep his head down among the rough company of the farmhands. But he can't keep the
devils inside him hidden for long. It turns out he's not the only one with the killer impulse – and the other psychopaths don't
appreciate competition. Is Cutter, the station's surly shooter, on to him? And what are the cops really up to as they follow the
trail of the dead? In the first of a blood-soaked series of Wolf Creek prequel novels, the cult film's writer/director Greg
Mclean and horror writer Aaron Sterns take us back to the beginning, when Mick was a scrawny boy, the only witness to the
grisly death of his little sister. Origin provides an unforgettably bloody answer to the question of nature vs nurture. What
made Mick Taylor Australian horror's most terrifying psycho killer? 'One of the great horror film heavies of the last 25 years'
Quentin Tarantino 'One of the best serial killer novels out there . . . destined to be considered a classic in future years'
ScaryMinds.com 'It's grizzled, it's harsh, and it's damn mean – Wolf Creek: Origin is a kick-ass read'
HorrorNovelReviews.com
The Wolf Sep 21 2021 Return to the sizzling glymera’s prison camp in this dark and sexy second novel in the new Black
Dagger Brotherhood Prison Camp spin-off series from the #1 New York Times bestselling author J.R. Ward. In the next
installment of bestselling author J.R. Ward’s Prison Camp series, things get steamy when Lucan, a wolven forced into
bartering drug deals for the infamous Prison Colony, meets Rio, the second in command for the shadowy Caldwell supplier,
Mozart. After a deal goes awry, a wolf with piercing golden eyes swoops in to save her from certain death. As shocking truths
unfurl, Rio is uncertain of who to trust and what to believe—but with her life on the line, true love rears its head and growls in
the face of danger.
The Wolf in the Whale Jul 28 2019 'IMAGINATIVE AND COMPELLING' Juliet Marillier, author of the Sevenwaters
Series THERE IS A VERY OLD STORY, RARELY TOLD, OF A WOLF THAT RUNS INTO THE OCEAN AND
BECOMES A WHALE. Born with the soul of a hunter and chosen by the spirit of the Wolf, Omat is destined to follow in her
grandfather's footsteps - invoking the spirits of the land, sea and sky to protect her people. But the gods have stopped
listening, the seals won't come and Omat's family is starving. Alone at the edge of the world, hope is the only thing they have
left. Desperate to save them, Omat journeys across the icy wastes, fighting for survival with every step. When she meets a
Viking warrior and his strange new gods, they set in motion a conflict that could shatter her world . . . or save it. Blending
myth and magic from Norse and Inuit folklore, The Wolf in The Whale is a captivating tale of identity and survival featuring
an unforgettable narrator who will do anything to protect those she loves, even confront the gods themselves. 'I honestly
could not put into words how much I loved this book . . . one of my favorite books I've ever read . . . Magical, heartbreaking,
and beautiful' Jes Reads Books 'An enchanting blend of myth, magic and faith . . . treat yourself and dive right in' SciFiNow

'Magical and awe inspiring . . . brings together an incredible world of ice and magic and characters that will capture your
heart' Fantasy Hive
Curse of the Wolf King Jun 26 2019 A beastly fae king with a deadly curse. A devious bargain to break it... All Gemma
Bellefleur wants is to leave her past behind and forget the day scandal broke her heart. But when she's captured by a trickster
fae king who threatens to hold her for ransom, she'll find herself at the top of the gossip column yet again. Unless... Plagued
by a curse that will soon claim his life, the human-hating King Elliot will do anything to save himself. And if Gemma can use
that to her advantage, she might be able to bargain her way to freedom. All she has to do is help him break his curse. There's
just one hitch-to do so, they'll have to trick someone into falling in love with the beastly, brooding Elliot. With a devious
alliance made, their scheme begins, bringing Gemma and Elliot into very close quarters. Soon, an unexpected desire stirs
where once there was only hate. But Gemma must fight it. For when the curse is broken, Elliot will return to his true form-a
wolf-and be lost to her for good. Can Gemma sacrifice her budding feelings to save the king's life? Or will love force her to
give up something even greater...her heart? ACOTAR meets Bridgerton in this standalone fairytale retelling of Beauty and
the Beast. If you like slow burn romance, wolf shifters, and brooding fae royals, then you'll love this swoon-worthy story in
the Entangled with Fae series.
Wolf-Speaker Aug 21 2021 With the help of her animal friends, Daine fights to save the kingdom of Tortall from ambitious
mortals and dangerous immortals.
Way of The Wolf Oct 03 2022 Louisiana, 2065. A lot has changed in the 43rd year of the Kurian Order. Possessed of an
unnatural and legendary hunger, the bloodthirsty Reapers have come to Earth to establish a New Order built on the harvesting
of enslaved human souls. They rule the planet. They thrive on the scent of fear. And if it is night, as sure as darkness, they
will come. On this pitiless world, the indomitable spirit of mankind still breathes in Lieutenant David Valentine. Brought into
the special forces of The Wolves—an elite guerilla force sworn to win back Earth—this is Valentine’s first command in the
Kurian Zone. Driven by the losses of his past and the hope of a future, Valentine is in it to win. No matter how long it takes.
No matter what doom of fate awaits him beyond his wildest nightmares. Fight. Kill. Survive. This is the way of The Wolves.
“If The Red Badge of Courage had been written by H.P. Lovecraft.”—Paul Witcover, author of Waking Beauty
Wolf Hall Jun 30 2022 In the ruthless arena of King Henry VIII's court, only one man dares to gamble his life to win the
king's favor and ascend to the heights of political power England in the 1520s is a heartbeat from disaster. If the king dies
without a male heir, the country could be destroyed by civil war. Henry VIII wants to annul his marriage of twenty years, and
marry Anne Boleyn. The pope and most of Europe opposes him. The quest for the king's freedom destroys his adviser, the
brilliant Cardinal Wolsey, and leaves a power vacuum. Into this impasse steps Thomas Cromwell. Cromwell is a wholly
original man, a charmer and a bully, both idealist and opportunist, astute in reading people and a demon of energy: he is also
a consummate politician, hardened by his personal losses, implacable in his ambition. But Henry is volatile: one day tender,
one day murderous. Cromwell helps him break the opposition, but what will be the price of his triumph? In inimitable style,
Hilary Mantel presents a picture of a half-made society on the cusp of change, where individuals fight or embrace their fate
with passion and courage. With a vast array of characters, overflowing with incident, the novel re-creates an era when the
personal and political are separated by a hairbreadth, where success brings unlimited power but a single failure means death.
Wolf Totem Aug 09 2020 Chen Zhen volunteers to live in a remote settlement on the border of Inner and Outer Mongolia.
There, he discovers life of apparent idyllic simplicity based on an eternal struggle between the wolves and the humans in their
fight to survive. Chen learns about the spiritual relationship which exists between these adversaries.
Lone Wolf Mar 28 2022 She’s a holy woman. He’s a holy terror. Josh is a werewolf who suddenly has extra, unexpected,
and totally untrained powers. He’s not happy about it - or about the evil jackasses who keep attacking him, trying to steal his
magic. Forced to seek help, Josh is sent to an unexpected ally for training. Deena is a priestess with more than her share of
magical power and a unique ability that has made her a target. She welcomes Josh, seeing a kindred soul in the lone
werewolf. She knows she can help him... If they can survive their enemies long enough. Tales of the Were ~ Were-Fey
Trilogy consists of: 1. Lone Wolf 2. Snow Magic 3. Midnight Kiss
The Wolf Oct 11 2020 A young lord faces off against an ingenious general in an epic fantasy that's "twisty in its political
maneuverings, gritty in its battle descriptions, and rich with a sense of heroism and glory." (Publishers Weekly) Beyond the
Black River, among the forests and mountains of the north, lives an ancient race of people. Their lives are measured in
centuries, not decades; they revel in wilderness and resilience, and they scorn wealth and comfort. By contrast, those in the
south live in the moment, their lives more fleeting. They crave wealth and power; their ambition is limitless, and their
cunning unmatched. When the armies of the south flood across the Black river, the fragile peace between the two races is
shattered. On a lightning-struck battlefield, the two sides will fight - for their people, for their land, for their very survival.
What reviewers are already saying about Carew's breathtaking fantasy epic: "Full of dark conspiracies, larger-than-life
characters, and tense battles, Leo Carew has created a rousing cross between The Magnificent Seven and Game of Thrones." Paul Hoffman "Carew's brisk and engaging narrative, with its mixture of gritty violence and political intrigue, will remind
readers of George R. R. Martin, David Gemmell, or a less-bleak Joe Abercrombie." - Booklist "Gripping and ambitious . . .

twisty in its political maneuverings, gritty in its battle descriptions, and rich with a sense of heroism and glory." - Publishers
Weekly (starred review) "An action-packed and blood-splattered tour de force . . . . Carew is the real deal - an exciting new
voice in fantasy." - Kirkus "Carew's worldbuilding skills are strong and his ability to infuse even the grittiest battle scene with
emotion and drive is impressive." - RT Book Reviews Under the Northern SkyThe WolfThe Spider
Catching the Wolf of Wall Street Feb 12 2021 In this astounding account, Wall Street’s notorious bad boy—the original
million-dollar-a-week stock chopper—leads us through a drama worthy of The Sopranos, from the FBI raid on his estate to the
deal he cut to rat out his oldest friends and colleagues to the conscience he eventually found. With his kingdom in ruin, not to
mention his marriage, the Wolf faced his greatest challenge yet: how to navigate a gauntlet of judges and lawyers, hold on to
his kids and his enraged model wife, and possibly salvage his self-respect. It wasn’t going to be easy. In fact, for a man with
an unprecedented appetite for excess, it was going to be hell. But the man at the center of one of the most shocking scandals
in financial history soon sees the light of what matters most: his sobriety, and his future as a father and a man.
War of the Wolf Aug 01 2022 Bernard Cornwell’s epic story of the making of England continues in this eleventh installment
in the bestselling Saxon Tales series—"like Game of Thrones, but real" (The Observer)—the basis of the hit Netflix television
series The Last Kingdom. His blood is Saxon His heart is Viking His battleground is England "Perhaps the greatest writer of
historical adventure novels today" (Washington Post), Bernard Cornwell has dazzled and entertained readers and critics with
his page-turning bestsellers. Of all his protagonists, however, none is as beloved as Uhtred of Bebbanburg. And while Uhtred
might have regained his family’s fortress, it seems that a peaceful life is not to be – as he is under threat from both an old
enemy and a new foe. The old enemy comes from Wessex where a dynastic struggle will determine who will be the next
king. And the new foe is Sköll, a Norseman, whose ambition is to be King of Northumbria and who leads a frightening army
of wolf-warriors, men who fight half-crazed in the belief that they are indeed wolves. Uhtred, believing he is cursed, must
fend off one enemy while he tries to destroy the other. In this new chapter of the Saxon Tales series—a rousing adventure of
courage, treachery, duty, devotion, majesty, love and battle, as seen through the eyes of a warrior straddling two
worlds—Uhtred returns to fight once again for the destiny of England.
Fire of the Wolf Aug 28 2019 [Menage Amour: Erotic Paranormal Menage a Tois Romance, M/F/M, werewolves, HEA]
Introverted nurse Caroline Trainor's apartment burns to the ground, and she is rescued by a sexy fireman. Waking up in the
hospital, she finds the delicious fireman and his identical twin brother waiting for her. Devin and Damon Gray claim that they
are alpha leaders of a pack of werewolves, and that she is destined to be their mate. Her logical nature resists this unreal
situation, but her body craves their every touch. Struggling with unresolved pain from her past and her need for her own
identity, she has no desire to be their house wolf-until another wolf pack's alpha threatens their lives and relationship with a
challenge to the death. Scared to lose the men she has grown to love like she lost her parents, she runs directly into the arms
of the lethal alpha challenger, and the brothers must save her before they all wind up dead. Note: There is no sexual
relationship or touching for titillation between or among siblings. ** A Siren Erotic Romance
The Silversmith Sep 29 2019 Deputy Sergeant David Wolf has been waiting sixteen years for today's opportunity to follow
in the footsteps of his late father -- to become Sheriff of Sluice County, headquartered in the small ski resort town of Rocky
Points, Colorado. What he's offered, however, isn't quite what he's expecting. And for Wolf, refusing turns out to be harder,
and much deadlier, than he could have anticipated. When a rich and powerful enemy corrupts the SCSD from within, Wolf
becomes hunted by his own department, along with a special forces killing machine who's psychotic lust for blood is never
denied. In this action-packed second David Wolf novel, Wolf draws on all his skills to evade certain death in the high Rocky
Mountain forest, and in the process unveils a disturbing mystery. One that if he can unravel, will do no less than rewrite his
entire past, and ensure he's around to see his future.
The Wolf of the North Dec 25 2021 It has been generations since the Northlands have seen a hero worthy of the title. Many
have made the claim, but few have lived to defend it. Timid, weak, and bullied, Wulfric is as unlikely a candidate as there
could be. A chance encounter with an ancient and mysterious object awakens a latent gift, and Wulfric's life changes course.
Against a backdrop of war, tragedy, and an enemy whose hatred for him knows no bounds, Wulfric will be forged from a
young boy, into the Wolf of the North.
Chosen Wolf Apr 16 2021 Fate is a b*tch and she will always force your hand. Solidifying my mate bond with Aiden was
supposed to be a happy occasion. Instead, our union unleashed a curse, and now our survival hangs in the balance. As I try to
right the wrongs of the past, the Hallowed Guild is determined to get in the way. My next steps are clear, but every move I
make puts those around me in danger. Too much has happened for my destiny to be changed. I must embrace my role to untie
the great divide between wolf shifter and witch. My mate and my people need me, and I can't let them down. My life isn't the
one forfeit if I fail. If you can't get enough of books by K.F. Breene, Kelly St. Claire, Annette Marie, Shannon Mayer, Leia
Stone, Jaymin Eve, and Laura Thalassa, then you'll love this paranormal romance. Scroll up and one click CHOSEN WOLF
today.
Signature Oct 30 2019 Chief Detective David Wolf is called to a crime scene next to the Chautauqua River, where a woman
resident of Rocky Points has been murdered. The killer has left a well-known signature not seen for years--a severed ear. For

Wolf, the gruesome display is a surprise, but so is the FBI beating the local department to the scene. Three days earlier a
truck is unearthed from south of Durango, Colorado. Within it is DNA evidence linking to killings in southwest Colorado that
have stumped the FBI for years. The evidence, and now a new body, has led them north, where it seems the monster known
by all as The Van Gogh Killer has chosen Rocky Points as his new venue to display his horrific works. While the town reels
with panic, Wolf learns the latest victim was dating an SBCSD deputy whose past directly links to the killings in the Four
Corners area. Worse, the news the case involves one of their own means the higher-ups want to outsource the investigation to
the feds. It's a matter of due process and objectivity. With his community in danger there's no swaying Wolf, however, and
special agent Kristen Luke sees the value in using his skills, convincing her superiors to add Wolf to the killer task force.
Now part of the team, Wolf learns there are more secrets the FBI isn't telling everyone, and the unanswered questions are
more than anyone can deal with. In this nail-biting ninth book of the David Wolf Mystery-Thriller series, Wolf and Luke are
pushed to their furthest limits yet to find the answers. But the killer isn't waiting around for them to figure it out. He has more
work to do. More payments that require his signature.
The Wolf's Call Oct 23 2021 VAELIN AL SORNA RETURNS Anthony Ryan's debut novel Blood Song—the first book of
the Raven's Shadow series—took the fantasy world by storm. Now, he continues that saga with The Wolf's Call, which begins
a thrilling new story of razor-sharp action and epic adventure. Peace never lasts. Vaelin Al Sorna is a living legend, his name
known across the Realm. It was his leadership that overthrew empires, his blade that won hard-fought battles - and his
sacrifice that defeated an evil more terrifying than anything the world had ever seen. He won titles aplenty, only to cast aside
his earned glory for a quiet life in the Realm's northern reaches. Yet whispers have come from across the sea - rumours of an
army called the Steel Horde, led by a man who believes himself a god. Vaelin has no wish to fight another war, but when he
learns that Sherin, the woman he lost long ago, has fallen into the Horde's grasp, he resolves to confront this powerful new
threat. To this end, Vaelin travels to the realms of the Merchant Kings, a land ruled by honor and intrigue. There, as the
drums of war thunder across kingdoms riven by conflict, Vaelin learns a terrible truth: that there are some battles that even he
may not be strong enough to win.
Alpha's Prize Mar 04 2020 MY CAPTIVE. MY MATE. MY PRIZE. I didn’t order the capture of the beautiful American shewolf. I didn’t buy her from the traffickers. I didn’t even plan to claim her. But no male shifter could have withstood the test
of a full moon and a locked room with Sedona, naked and shackled to the bed. I lost control, not only claiming her, but also
marking her, and leaving her pregnant with my wolfpup. I won’t keep her prisoner, as much as I’d like to. I allow her to
escape to the safety of her brother’s pack. But once marked, no she-wolf is ever really free. I will follow her to the ends of the
Earth, if I must. Sedona belongs to me. Publisher’s Note: Alpha’s Prize is a stand-alone book in the Bad Boy Alphas series.
HEA guaranteed, no cheating. This book contains a hot, demanding alpha wolf with a penchant for protecting and dominating
his female. If such material offends you, do not buy this book.
The Justice of Kings Jun 18 2021 Action, intrigue, and magic collide in this epic fantasy following Sir Konrad Vonvalt, an
Emperor's Justice, who is a detective, judge, and executioner all in one—but with rebellion and unrest building, these are
dangerous times to be a Justice . . . The Empire of the Wolf simmers with unrest. Rebels, heretics, and powerful patricians all
challenge the power of the Imperial throne. Only the Order of Justices stands in the way of chaos. Sir Konrad Vonvalt is the
most feared Justice of all, upholding the law by way of his sharp mind, arcane powers, and skill as a swordsman. At his side
stands Helena Sedanka, his talented protégé, orphaned by the wars that forged the Empire. When the pair investigates the
murder of a provincial aristocrat, they unearth a conspiracy that stretches to the very top of Imperial society. As the stakes
rise and become ever more personal, Vonvalt and Helena must make a choice: Will they abandon the laws they’ve sworn to
uphold, in order to protect the Empire? "Richard Swan's sophisticated take on the fantasy genre will leave readers hungry for
more." – Sebastien de Castell, author of Spellslinger “A fantastic debut.” – Peter McLean, author of Priest of Bones
The Wolf in Winter Jul 20 2021 New York Times bestselling author John Connolly is a master of the supernatural thriller—“a
genre of one” (Bookreporter)—whose eerie and electrifying Charlie Parker mystery turns a small town in Maine into an
unforgettable character that threatens to destroy the brooding private investigator. The isolated community of Prosperous,
Maine, has always thrived. While others suffered, the people there have remained fortunate, wealthy, secure, and insular
throughout the centuries. Miles to the south, in Portland, a homeless man dies, and the disturbing manner of his death brings
Prosperous to the attention of the private investigator Charlie Parker. He is a dangerous man, driven by compassion, rage, and
the desire for vengeance. Prosperous and its townsfolk recognize that he poses a threat to their security that runs deeper than
any in their long history. But this community has its own way of protecting itself, and its sheltered residents have marked
Charlie for death so that Prosperous may survive. Prosperous, and the secret that is buried beneath it…
In the Realm of the Wolf Dec 13 2020 Enter the extraordinary, action-filled world that became Legend-- as the exciting
Drenai adventure continues to unfold . . . A mighty warrior and a feared assassin among the Drenai, Waylander the Slayer is
now a man hunted by his own people--with a fortune in gold offered as grim reward for his murder. But this is only one of
many evils closing in on Waylander and his daughter, Miriel, the beautiful and deadly Battle Queen of Kar-Barzac. For, once
separated, father and daughter face certain death as the sorcerers and demons, soldiers and shamans of three empires summon

their blackest, most destructive powers in an effort to annihilate these two most gifted Drenai warriors.
For the Wolf Nov 04 2022 AN INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER! The first daughter is for the Throne. The
second daughter is for the Wolf. An instant NYT bestseller and word-of-mouth sensation, this dark, romantic debut fantasy
weaves the unforgettable tale of a young woman who must be sacrificed to the legendary Wolf of the Wood to save her
kingdom. But not all legends are true, and the Wolf isn't the only danger lurking in the Wilderwood. As the only Second
Daughter born in centuries, Red has one purpose—to be sacrificed to the Wolf in the Wood in the hope he'll return the world's
captured gods. Red is almost relieved to go. Plagued by a dangerous power she can't control, at least she knows that in the
Wilderwood, she can't hurt those she loves. Again. But the legends lie. The Wolf is a man, not a monster. Her magic is a
calling, not a curse. And if she doesn't learn how to use it, the monsters the gods have become will swallow the
Wilderwood—and her world—whole. "If you ever wished Beauty and the Beast had more eldritch forest monsters and political
machinations, this is the romance for you."―Alix E. Harrow, author of The Ten Thousand Doors of January "A brilliant dark
fantasy debut!" —Jodi Picoult, NYT bestselling author
Secrets of the Wolves May 30 2022 The second installment in The Wolf Chronicles finds Kaala struggling with the
consequences of forming the first mixed wolf-human pack.
Promise of the Wolves Apr 28 2022 The first in The Wolf Chronicles trilogy, brilliantly weaving together original research,
lovable characters and a dynamic, thoroughly engaging plot, Promise of the Wolves is a historical adventure story in the
tradition of Clan of the Cave Bear and Watership Down. Set 14,000 years ago in what is now Southern Europe, Promise of
the Wolves is told from the point of view of Kaala, a young wolf born of a forbidden, mixed-blood litter. An outcast after her
mother is exiled, Kaala struggles to earn her place in her pack. But her world is turned upside down when she rescues a
human girl from drowning. Kaala and her young packmates begin hunting and playing with humans—risking expulsion from
their pack and banishment from their home in the Wide Valley. When war between humans and wolves threatens, Kaala
learns that she is the last in a long line of wolves charged with keeping watch over humans in order to prevent them from
losing touch with nature and thus destroying the world. But to do so she must solve the great paradox of wolfkind: though
wolves must always be with humans, humans cannot abide the presence of wolves, and every time the two come together,
war ensues. Kaala must choose between safety for herself, her friends, and their human companions and the survival of her
pack—and perhaps all of wolf and humankind.
Wolf Pack Nov 23 2021 Wyoming game warden Joe Pickett encounters bad behavior on his own turf--only to have the FBI
and the DOJ ask him to stand down--in the thrilling new novel from #1 New York Times-bestselling author C.J. Box. The
good news is that Joe Pickett has his job back, after his last adventure in The Disappeared. The bad news is that he's come to
learn that a drone is killing wildlife--and the drone belongs to a mysterious and wealthy man whose son is dating Joe's own
daughter, Lucy. When Joe tries to lay down the rules for the drone operator, he's asked by the FBI and the DOJ to stand
down, which only makes him more suspicious. Meanwhile, bodies are piling up in and around Joe's district in shocking
numbers. He begins to fear that a pack of four vicious killers working on behalf of the Sinaloa cartel known as the Wolf Pack
has arrived. Their target seems to be the mystery man and everyone--including Joe, Nate, and others--who is associated with
him. Teaming up with a female game warden (based on a real person, one of the few female game wardens at work in
Wyoming today) to confront these assassins, Joe finds himself in the most violent and dangerous predicament he's ever faced.
Little Lucy Jan 14 2021 Do werewolves have nightmares? They do now. Lucy Collins is a lonely but fearless ten year old
with some very unusual abilities. Her beloved adoptive sister Claire is all she has left in the world. But with Claire away at
college, she struggles for a sense of belonging. A weekend with Claire and her friends begins with the companionship the
little girl has longed for but quickly becomes a nightmare when they are attacked by a clan of lycanthrope. In her fury, Lucy
begins to discover her true nature and it may be the beasts with the most to fear...
The wolf gift : a novel Jan 02 2020 A young reporter on assignment is attacked and bitten by an unknown beast in rural
Northern California and begins a terrifying but seductive transformation into a being with a dual nature, both man and wolf.
The Wolf and the Sheep Feb 24 2022 Till death do us part.My father married me off to one of the most powerful men in
Italy.Maverick DeVille. But I call him the wolf.He calls me his sheep. The arranged marriage was detested by us both, but we
had to make sacrifices for the right reasons. He needed to avenge his mother, and I needed protection from the mobs that
want to torture me.He's not what I pictured for my husband. He's ruthless, calloused, and cold. His walls are higher than
mine. He possesses cruelty that makes him feared.But it doesn't take long for me to respect him...even like him.I rely on my
husband more than anyone else in the world. He provides for me, protects me, and chases away all my fears.He lets me graze
in the meadow...not a care in the world.Because the wolf is always watching. "When people look in the darkness, they see
shadows. I see monsters. And I kill the monsters that hunt my sheep." I hated this marriage in the beginning, but now I realize
how lucky I am.How lucky I am to be the sheep the wolf protects...and doesn't eat.
Code Name Camelot - A Noah Wolf Thriller Dec 01 2019 "AMAZON #1 BESTSELLING AUTHOR" ONE OF THE BEST
NEW VOICES IN THE ACTION THRILLER GENRE David Archer is back with a vengeance with his newest hero, Noah
Wolf. After fans raved about his debut series, The Sam Prichard Novels, Archer now is about to back even harder. People are

already throwing out names like Mitch Rapp and Alex Cross, but don't take my word for it. See what all the fuss is about
before Archer becomes a household name! After witnessing the murder-suicide of his parents as a child, Noah suffers from a
form of PTSD that has left him without emotion, without a conscience and without the ability to function as a normal human
being. With the help of childhood friends, he learns to watch others around him and mimic their behaviors, in order to
conceal the fact that his mind operates more like a computer that he has spent years programming. That program is what
allows Noah to pass himself off as normal, by establishing parameters of right and wrong that are completely inviolable to
him. As a young adult, Noah finds structure in the U.S. Army, and becomes an excellent and exemplary soldier, but when his
self-imposed programming is put to the test by the murderous acts of the superior officer, Noah finds himself quickly made
expendable, charged with crimes he did not commit and facing the possibility of execution. Without any reasonable hope for
a reprieve, Noah's logic-based mind accepts his fate. Sometimes, though, things are not all as they seem to be, and Noah is
offered one chance to save himself. It was his disability, his lack of emotion, that made him the soldier he had become. Now,
an ultrasecret organization known as E & E wants Noah's talents, offering him a chance to survive... As the most deadly
assassin the world has ever known."
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